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INTRODUCTION

1.1

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESTART+ PROJECT

The Restart+ project has
emerged as a result of
the increased needs that
small communities are
facing, especially after
the economic crisis and
the global recession.

The effects of the economic crisis are still very evident in

communities across Europe. The communities from small towns
and villages have been worst hit: staff reductions in public
services, a great number of businesses being closed in the first
years of existence and high levels of unemployment, contribute
to the hollowing out of community life. The impact of Covid 19
on top of these existing stresses has
demonstrated both the potential and the barriers for strong and
vibrant communities.

Restart+ Communities in
Action project has been
funded with support
from the European
Commission, through the
Erasmus+ Programme.

THE BARRIERS FACED BY LEADERS IN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT:
A top down approach and
narrow, departmental focus
is leaving community
leaders in need of insider
champions and
considerable stamina

A deficit approach to
development and skills
rather than widening
horizons,acknowledging
and building on existing
assets, skills and
experience

In 2015, Letterkenny Institute of Technology,
Momentum and University Industry Innovation
Networks, created an innovative project called
Restart Entrepreneurs to show that business failure
is not the end, but part of the path towards success
for individual entrepreneurs.
In 2018 the Restart + project was created to build
on this experience of empowering people to make
failure into a stepping stone. It was based on a
recognition that successive large scale community
investment initiatives had failed to reach or impact
on small communities in a long term way.
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Limited time, skills,
experience or the necessary
longterm, high level
committment to deep
rooted community
empowerment among key
resource gatekeepers.

In this context the Restart+ project aims to work
with community leaders to provide them with a
foundation of knowledge tools and support for
sustainable community investment and
regeneration.
The international project team is formed of
specialised institutions, all of them having a vast
experience in project implementation, so that the
Restart+ project has benefited from member’s past
experiences.
Drawn from public, private and non-profit sectors,
each of the 7 Restart+ Communities’ consortium
partners bring valuable knowledge and networks
which have contributed to the project goal.

RESTART +

THE RESTART+ DELIVERABLES ARE TO:

01

Produce a Restart + Community Alliance Toolkit (Intellectual output 1- IO1) and use it to create
4 Community Alliances (IO2) comprising 12 community leaders in eachcountry;

02

Create a Self-Assessment Tool (IO3) to help community leaders identify strengths, opportunities
and assets for community reactivation;

03

Develop a unique training model, delivered through Open Education- al Resources (IO4) and an
Online Course (IO5), to provide community leaders with the knowledge and skills to adopt a
transformative, sustainable approach to local community investment and regeneration;;

04

Consolidate the capacity of the Alliance members through a Communities of Best Practice 5-day
training programme;

05

Disseminate the results widely to enable scaling of the Alliance + training approach in participating
countries and replication in other regions of Europe.

ACTION PLAN
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1.2

WHAT IS A RESTART+ COMMUNITY ALLIANCE?

The final composition of each region’s Alliance
includes a balance of public, private and non-profit
organisations from the following target groups:

Restart+ Community Alliance is a small but very focused
group of people with complementary skills and different roles
who will work together by using their knowledge and
experience, to achieve our common goal of developing the
local communities according to an agreed procedure, with a
common responsibility for fulfilling it.
The involvement of stakeholders is considered
pivotal not only to carry out the project’s objectives,
improve and sharpen the various deliverables that
will be produced during the project but also
facilitate the recognition and wider application of
the outputs.

COMMUNITY LEADERS, BOARD MEMBERS AND STAFF OF
VOLUNTARY AND COMMUNITY SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
Especially those working in community regeneration in small towns and villages, those working
with vulnerable or minority groups and organisations working for local development, such as
chambers of commerce, business advisors and economic development organisations. By
reaching them and motivating them to request training or support from local VETs or
organisations and motivating them to use our educational resources, we will achieve our goal of
helping them acquire the knowledge and skills to instigate regeneration and social innovation
projects in their communities.

The project involves the creation of 4
collaborative bodies, called Alliances, which
bring together official members of the target
groups described below, from each country
(Ireland, Northern Ireland (UK), Portugal and
Romania), in total, 48 participants will take part.
They will be selected by the lead partner in each
country using their existing networks.

LEADERS AND STAFF OF LOCAL PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Local government authorities, statutory organisations responsible for community and
economic development and a range of funders. All of these organisations share a
responsibility for delivering socio-economic development initiatives that are well suited to the
region they operate in and that will fulfil the economic and social wellbeing goals outlined in
public policy. While many do understand and support development actions into their work,
they are often constrained by lack of resources. Projects such as this offer extra support and
energy in areas that need them most.

The principal activities that are going
to be developed by the stakeholders
involved in the Community Alliancesare:

01
02
03
04
8

To recruit participants from the
most influential and representative
organisations, working on social,
economic or spatial development of the
communities in the region, from across
the public, private and non-profit sectors

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET) COLLEGES
AND HIGHER INSTITUTIONS (HEI)

To enable participants to share
information, knowledge and skills as
part of a collaborative learning processto
further community regeneration

Whose teaching staff, students and researchers wish to apply their pedagogical, research, and
innovation capacities to real world problems and new groups of learners. This course material
and involvement in the project will help the members connect to the local or disadvantaged
communities and understand the real problems encountered by them.

To guide the stakeholders to agree
on concrete actions suitable for
implementation in the respectiveregion
To gain the commitment of the stakeholders to fulfil the Action plan by signing
a joint Action Plan document

RESTART +
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1.3 BACKGROUND TO THE RESTART+
COMMUNITY ALLIANCE IN NORTHERN
IRELAND
Armagh City, Banbridge & Craigavon Borough Council are
the largest Council area outside of Belfast both in terms of
population and economic activity/GVA output.
Officially home to the best place to live and work in
Northern Ireland with affordable housing, low commuting
times, high employment, low crime rates, good schools
and local services with easy reach.
Our region boasts a GVA of £3.6bn, the highest output of
any NI region after Belfast, equating to 9.6% of NI’s total
GVA.
63% of the population is aged 16-64. By 2026 the number
of 16-64-year olds is projected to increase by 6%,
compared to an increase of <1% for NI overall.
Banbridge District Enterprises Ltd has made a concerted
effort to build new economic relationships with local
partners and stakeholders within our council area and also
further afield. Our partners include other social economy
organisations, statutory organisations, charities &
networking groups.
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Preparing the Groundwork
Banbridge District Enterprises ltd has a
significant network throughout our local council
area and also across Northern Ireland. Locally we
work very closely with our enterprise partners in
the council area and also with our council in the
delivery of local actions and initiatives.

Breaking Ground - assembling the
team
After an in-depth analysis of the organisations
that could have a strong impact on sustainable
development in the area, BDEL initially focused
on targeting some key membership bodies in
the community and social enterprise sectors.

In addition to this we are members of Enterprise
NI which has members in every main town
throughout Northern Ireland. Indeed, there are
28 members across the sixcounties.

Their strengths were a broad experience in
supporting small community groups and a firm
grasp of the issues and potential for
sustainable development.

We are also members of the local social
economy steering committee and members of
SENI (Social Enterprise Northern Ireland). We
value strong local networks and feel it is
essential to be part of an effective and dynamic
partnership that articulates the social
intervention of the different stakeholders.
Banbridge District Enterprises Ltd understands
the benefits that a good functioning and
successful regional alliance will be to the Restart
project.

We also looked for representatives of non-profit
economic development and business incubation
bodies serving the local area. They brought
expertise in developing community enterprise
and supporting micro enterprises.

RESTART +

ACTION PLAN
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ORGANISATION/GROUP

WEBSITE

Banbridge DistrictEnterprise

bdelonline.com

Brownlow Ltd

brownlowlimited.co.uk

Social EnterpriseNI

socialenterpriseni.org

Rural CommunityNetwork

ruralcommunitynetwork.org

CIDO

cido.co.uk

Development Trust NI

dtni.org.uk

Laying the foundation

Armagh Business Centre

abcarmagh.com

Springvale Employment and Learning

springvalelearning.com

ABC Social Enterprise Programme

facebook.com/ABC-Social-Enterprise Programme-796673167021745

The Heritage Trust Network
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heritagetrustnetwork.org.uk

Lagan Navigation Trust

lagannavigationtrust.org

Upper Springfield Development Trust

upperspringfield.com

The Waterways Community

#thewaterwayscommunity.org

The first meeting of our Alliance was held in
August 2019. The meeting started with an overview
of the project in which we presented the objectives,
target groups, outputs and partners.

With the assistance of Alliance members, during the
autumn and winter of 2019 we researched and
developed case studies in a video format to add to
the accessibility of project resources.

We emphasised that the mission of the Alliance is
to develop mechanisms for sustainable
collaboration between community leaders and
stakeholders, so that we can work together to
develop and finance tangible development
opportunities for our community.

Since the first meeting the Alliance has also been
working on extending its contacts and membership.
With this in mind we held bilateral meetings and
presented the Alliance in key fora. We held one to
one meetings with statutory sector representatives
with economic or community development
responsibilities. We targeted and recruited people
working in key areas, such as youth development.

We gathered information on existing resources to
avoid duplication of effort. We also explored the
perspective of Alliance members on the gaps and
issues in sustainable development in order to
inform the next stage and focus for the Alliance.As
our group included community networking and
economic development organisations of different
kinds, the broad experience of their work and their
members was a very important element of the
discussion.

RESTART +

Progress to Date
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Within these extended discussions we identified
some issues around resourcing and supporting
community enterprises. We organised an Alliance
meeting in March to discuss a number of early issues
and opportunities for collaboration. At which point
Covid 19 forced us to rethink our approach to
Alliance meetings and move activities online.
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02

BUILDING THE
COMMUNITY
ALLIANCE IN
NORTHERN
IRELAND

There is no “perfect recipe”
of the categories of members
that should be included in the
Community Alliance, but the
most important aspects we
thought about were the
benefits that every member
can bring to and can get from
the Alliance.

01

Ciaran Cunningham, CEO
Banbridge DistrictEnterprisese

In bringing together stakeholderswith

very different experiences, cultures and
challenges it is critical to understand
at an early stage the potential gains
within their spheres of influence, as
well as what they can realistically
commit to within the Alliance. With
this understanding a more open and
positive conversation can take place
to change existing dynamics and
make collaboration easier.
Maire Gaffney, EuropeanProjects
Officer
Banbridge District Enterprises

In order to analyse and qualify each identified stakeholder,
we used the RESTART+ Toolkit from this project to get the
members to answer the following questions:

The benefits that every member will...
... bring to the
Alliance from a
long-term view

institutional interactions
are still limited. I think it’s
important to train human
resources for bettercollaborative
effectiveness, and collaborative
project management. This is a
need that we have detected for
several years and which has not
yet been addressed

Preferably, the Alliance should be created
from a variety of stakeholders, working in
different fields and having different
professional experience and
backgrounds, in order to encourage the
exchange of information from different
points of view. The common factor that
we used to bring together these
members, was their interest in
developing and consolidating small
communities and economic
opportunities.

“

Collaborative dynamics and

“

“

HOW WE SELECTED POTENTIAL STAKEHOLDERS
FOR THE RESTART+ ALLIANCE

“

2.1

• Their knowledge and professional experience;
• New innovative ideas from their past experience;
• Making new connections with stakeholder’s partners.

01 Who has a decision–making role in strategic regeneration and community development?
02 What is their level of influence?

03 Who is involved in regulating community development?
02

... get from their
work in the
Alliance.

04 How will these organisations benefit from their time and commitment to a Community Alliance?

• Enhance networking;

05 What benefits are the stakeholders bringing to theAlliance?

• Increased credibility of their work;
• Broaden their horizon.

06

What relationships exist between the key stakeholders?

07 Will they help you achieve your goals?
16
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2.2

HOW WE FOLLOWED THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN EFFICIENT COMMUNITY ALLIANCE

01 | CLEAR GOALS

02 | NO FORMALITIES

The Alliance has set clear
objectives to ensure that all
members move into the right
direction. This was the first
item on the agenda for our first
Alliance meeting and it was
debated further in meeting 2.

In all meetings, we ensured a relaxed, informaland
open teamwork environment. The existence of a
trustworthy atmosphere encouraged members
to openly communicate with each other, share
experiences and knowledge, commit to the
Alliance objectives, engage in problem solving and
participate in decision-making processes.

03 | PARTICIPATION
From the beginning, we have involved the Alliance
members in the decision-making processes.
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05 | CONSENSUS
DECISIONS

06 | DIFFERENCES
OF OPINION

Decisions were adoptedthrough
open discussions on ideas from
everyone, avoiding voting and
easy compromises.

Communication based on respect and
transparency enabled an excellent interaction
and relationship between the whole group.
The different ideas, suggestions andopinions
were successfully shared in all meetings.

04 | OPEN
COMMUNICATION
Members were encouraged to
freely to discuss openly both their
job duties and their relationships.

RESTART +
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07 | CLEAR ROLES &
RESPONSIBILITIES

08 | DIVERSITY
OF STYLES

Each member of the alliance has their own
characteristics, which involve different
personalities, competences and skills. The
relationship of respect and trust has enabled
the clarification of responsibilities of each
member, according to the competences
and characteristics of each one, in order
to achieve the objectives planned with
motivation and confidence.

Each member of the Alliance has an
important role, interacting in a cohesive
way among all members, understanding
that trust in each other’s work is the key
to the success of the Alliance.

09 | EXTERNAL RELATIONS

10 | SELF-EVALUATION

Our Alliance agreed that regional development
must involve the wider community in the
decision-making process. The networks of
our members will allow us to reach other
stakeholders in Tâmega e Sousa region, in
order to guarantee the conditions to effectively
contribute to the evolution of our region.

At the end of all meetings, all alliance
members were required to provide
informal feedback on the meeting
in order to consider strengths and
opportunities for improvement.
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2.3

OUR VISION/MISSION

VISION
A discussion about
the benefits that a
Community Alliance
can bring to the
partners was held at
the first meeting in
August 2019. This led
to a debate about the
long term aims of our
alliance.

MISSION
The mission
statements are
evolving from our
discussions with
Alliance members.
After agreeing on the
mission, we will move
on to the more
detailed
objectives of the
Alliance

• An alliance of community, third-sector, business
and education organisations in the ABC area
creating dynamic and responsive connections
between the public, community and enterprise
sectors,
• Well supported community leaders across all
sectors with long term horizons for fundamental
innovation and change.
• Targeted investment in more connected and
sustainable small communities

The following are the mission statements:
“To support an asset based approach to sustainable community
regeneration"
"To support the development of resources for socialinnovators
and community entrepreneurs to build on these assets in a
sustainable way.”
“Expanding access to innovative practice by creating casestudies
and exploiting digital channels for dissemination."
“To support mentoring and learning opportunities for social
innovators that build on existing human and educational assets
to develop leadership and creative skills."

In order to reach consensus on a vision for our alliance, we used the following
starting questions:
1.
2.
3.

20

What is our long-term "dream"?
What problem are we solving by implementing our plan?
Who and what are we insiring to change?

RESTART +
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2.4

HOW WE BUILT IN OUR INTERCONNECTIONS
INTO THE RESTART+ COMMUNITY ALLIANCES

Interconnections
between Community
Alliances at a
transnational level

2.5

The project partners from different regions have all given extra
connections to the Community Alliance in Northern Ireland.
Through the partner meetings we have all found transformative
approaches to the shared problems we face.

Banbridge District Enterprises developed an
interactive map of the region through Google maps
and identified potential organisations that could be
part of our Regional Alliance.

The economies of Ireland, Northern Ireland and Romania have
many commonalities – notably large rural populations, a move
away from agriculture, and rich cultural heritage.
By exchanging good practice and knowledge and offering creative
insights into each other’s experience we have developed more
innovative, effective and replicable approaches to upskilling leaders
in the field of community regeneration.

Interconnections
between the
members of the
Community Alliance
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We also carried out a demographic analysis of the
region, looking at key structural issues such as the
local economy, digital infrastructure, social and
settlement patterns.
Both activities informed our subsequent
approach to stakeholders.

The aim of every Community Alliance is to stimulate cooperation
and collaboration between members involved in community
development (local public authorities, leader, volunteers or
members of VET organisations). Each of our members brings a
pool of knowledge, experience and connections to the group.
Central to our aims is a very focused and effective forum that
supports disparate groups to communicate without barriers.

RESTART +

HOW WE IDENTIFIED AND
MAPPED THE STAKEHOLDERS

ACTION PLAN
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2.5

THE HOSTING OF THE RESTART+ COMMUNITY
ALLIANCES MEETINGS

After creating a list of
key stakeholders, we
set about preparing for
the first meeting.

THE MAIN ISSUES THAT WERE
DISCUSSED IN THE FIRST MEETING

We made personal contact with selected stakeholders by
phone. We used this opportunity to explain the ambition of the
RESTART+ project, why they should be involved and to ask for
their support in coming to an introductory meeting. We
followed this up with an email confirming the venue and
timings of the meeting. In this email we included a description of
the project highlighting the potential impact that the project
could have for the region.
We had five organisations represented at this first meeting and
nine attendees. As three of the organisations were membership
bodies, the first meeting drew from their experiences of working
with some 700 small groups across the region.

1
2

RESTART +
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3
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4
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SCOPE AND VIEW of the Restart + project and of the Community Alliances – the
objectives of the Alliance and the stakeholder’s expectations.
PRIORITIES – we identified key issues and concerns that participants felt were holding back
the development of community leaders and community groups. These were found to be both
local and regional.
REPRESENTATION – we realized that we were missing representation from some key
areas and discussed options for further recruitment
.

th

GOOD PRACTICE – the elements of good practice in sustianable community
regeneration were discussed and options for case studies were identified
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2.6

OUR PLAN FOR GAINING THE
COMMITMENT OF THE ALLIANCE

This section presents
the tangible evidence
of responsibility that
stakeholders will
want to see.

TOOL RESOURCE
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2.8

OUR PLAN FOR MEASURING PROGRESS
AND EVALUATING RESULTS

Measuring the
results as we
progressed
from one stage
to the next...

The Restart+ Community Alliance has adapted the template
from the Toolkit for its Commitment Charter to ensure the
stakeholders involved can make a committment to the future
plans and activities of the Alliance.

... ensured that we are complying with our initial goals,
tasks or deadlines. We continuously tracked our
progress on the Project Timeline in order to identify the
achievements or the weak points that needed
adjustment or improvement as the project progressed.
Alliance members provided informal feedback on the
strengths of the meeting and on opportunities for
improvement for the upcoming meetings.

Northern Ireland Community Alliance
Commitment Charter Template in Appendix
(see page 38)

RESTART +
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03

REGIONAL COMMUNITY
ALLIANCE AC?TIVITIES

REGIONAL COMMUNITY ALLIANCE ACTIVITIES

This section summarises the activities in the
Alliance up to November 2020.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

30

Mapping of organisations involved in Community Development in the region.
Identification of Regional Alliancemembers.
Hosting of group and 1-1 meetings
Assessment of regional needs and opportunities for community regeneration
Discussions of the Toolkit, Curriculum, Funding and other issues
relevant to the community sector.
Feedback on Course Curriculum andToolkit.
Production of case study videos on good practice in the community sector in
the region which will be used on the website and in the coursecurriculum.
Presentation of the project in key fora and extension of the membership in key areas
Completion of Draft ActionPlan.
Dissemination of the project progress and activities of the project through social media.

RESTART +
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ACTION PLAN
This section summarises
the thinking within the
Alliance on priorities and
key actions.

Sustainability strategies are essential
to
a
successful project lifecycle. The action plan is
part of this strategy, along with dissemination
activities. This part of the sustainability strategy
concentrates on the project’s results during its
implementation phase and afterward to reach
sustainability and exploitation after the project ends.

The environmental sustainability of the
project is also an important aspect we are
taking into consideration. Our aim is to ensure
that the needs of our project are met without
threatening the ability of future generations
to meet their needs

The Action Plan is a document detailing what actions will be undertaken by each Community Alliance
in order to fulfil the project objectives. It contains a description of the action, the implementation
calendar, the responsible person for every action, the cost and the source of financing

NO. ACTION TITLE

34

LOCAL PROBLEM
ADDRESSED
BY THE ACTION

DESCRIPTION OF
THE ACTION

ESTIMATED FINANCING
BUDGET
RESOURCES
/PARTNERS

RESPONSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION
CALENDAR
AUTHORITY

None

None

BDEL/ABC Social
Enterprise
November 2020
Programme

Identify & communicate
key messages to local &
regional government

Minimal

Met by staff
of members

Alliance
members

Ongoing

Host Multiplier Event to
communicate key
results, best practice and
development resources
Follow on project to
support and finance
sustainable community
regeneration

€5k

From Restart
Project

BDEL

March 2021

tbc

BDEL

March 2021

BDEL

Alliance
members

January 2021

Informal network to
support communitysocial
enterprise

1.

Networking

Cohesion

2.

Policy

Access to
gatekeepers

3.

Dissemination

Information sharing

4.

Sustainability

Promoting
investment in
innovation

5.

Skills
Development

Skills developmentin Extending accessto
the Restart+
community
training materials
leadership

tbc

Minimal

RESTART +
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THE SPECIFIC
OBJECTIVES OF RESTART+
PROJECT’S SUSTAINABILITY
PLAN ARE TO
successfully transfer the results to
appropriate decision-makers in
order to achieve their sustainable
promotion and support;

convince individual end-users to
adopt and/ or apply the results
after the project and support by the
project partnership has ended;

ensure that the project and its
results will be communicated
throughout and beyond its lifetime
to have the maximum impact upon
the project target group;

guarantee that the project
results will be channelled and
transferred efficiently to the
project target groups
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ANNEX 1

Commitment Charter

Name:

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

RESTART COMMUNITY
ALLIANCE IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Institution:

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address:

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

How we coped with the Covid restrictions:
As a member of the Portuguese Restart+ Community Alliance, I will input the relevant information
from my region and area of expertise, attend the scheduled meetings and support dissemination of
the information in relation to Restart+ initiative in my region.

Work with others to study the need of local communities and the opportunities of ourregion
• Offer my insight and resources to the development and implementation of theAction Plan
to boost the growth of local communities
• Widely disseminate project outputs and findings to increase furtherparticipation
and gain attention towards its positive impact

Date: ................... / .................. /

...................

Signature:

................................................................................................................................

..
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The covid-19 pandemic has caused massive changes in our working dynamics. Many of our
associates have been working from home, furloughed, or coping with the pressures of mounting
a community response to the pandemic.
With our communities under pressure, the Restart Alliance has adopted remote and digital
communications to ensure it can continue its work with the minimum of disruption. Technology
has allowed us to build on good relations already formed in 2019 and is playing a vital role in
progressing this document through to its final version.

www.restart.how

@RESTART_europe

RestartCommunities

Restart+ Communitiespage

Ciaran Cunningham

Alexandra Zinovyeva

CEO Banbridge DistrictEnterprises

Project Officer University Industry
Innovation Network (UIIN)

e: ciaran@bdelonline.com

e: zinovyeva[at]uiin.org

The information and views set out in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Neither the European
Union institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for the use, which may be made of the information contained therein.

